We study the two weight function problem ||/"/||ff« < c||/||hí , 0 < p < q < oo, for fractional integrals on Hardy spaces. If » and v satisfy the doubling condition and 0 < p ss 1, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the norm inequality to hold. If 1 < p < oo we obtain a necessary condition and a sufficient condition, and show these are the same under various additional conditions on u and v. We also consider the corresponding problem for L¡¡ and Lf,, and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition in some cases.
1. Introduction. In this paper we study the behavior of fractional integrals on weighted Hardy spaces. In particular, we investigate the problem of determining pairs u(x), v(x) of nonnegative weight functions on R" such that \\Iaf\\H¡<c\\f\\H,, 0<p<tf<CO,
where Ia, a > 0, is a fractional integral operator. We also give some applications of the results to the corresponding problem for Lqu and L¡¡.
Following the usual terminology, we say that a weight function v satisfies the doubling condition if v is locally integrable and (1.1) v(2I) < cv(l), where v(I)is the u-measure of a cube / in R" and 21 denotes the cube with the same center as / but with twice the edgelength. We write v e Dx for such v. Whenever dealing with Hardy spaces, we assume the weights satisfy the doubling condition. The definition of Hp, 0 < p < oo, is then the collection of tempered distributions/ on R" whose nontangential maximal function (Naf)(x) belongs to L?, where L>/ is aperture a, and we may define \\f\\Hp by \\f\\Hp = ||/*||Lr, where/* is the "grand" maximal function of /(see [5 and 14] for details). It is also true that \\f\\HP ~ \\N0f\\ L,, where (N0f)(x) = sup,>0|(/ * <b,)(x)\ is the radial maximal function. A function a(x) is called an (oo, N) atom if \a(x)\ < 1, the support of a(x) satisfies supp a c / where / is a cube, and a(x) satisfies the moment conditions /.
a(x)xydx = 0, \y\<N, R" where N is a positive integer, y = (yx,...,yn) with each yt a nonnegative integer, xy = xjl ■ ■ ■ xynn and |y| = y, + • ■ • + yn. We shall often be interested in functions/ which are multiples of (oo, N) atoms since these are dense in H? (see Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2) for exact statements). For a > 0 and such/, let / f(x-y)\y\"-"dy, a*n + 2l, / f(x-y)y\y\a-"-1dy, a = n + 2i, / = 0,1,.... Note that when a = n + 21, Iaf is a vector. In case a = n + 21, the first integral above is zero if/is a multiple of an (oo, N) atom and N is large, and for that reason we modify the definition in this case. An alternate and different way to define /"/in case a = n + 21 is to let (Iaf)(x) = / * |x|a""log|x|.
It is easy to see ( §2) that if/is any bounded function with compact support, then Iafis bounded if a < n and has at most polynomial growth if a > n. Moreover, if/ is a multiple of an (oo, N) atom and N is sufficiently large, then the Fourier transform [/"/]" of /"/satisfies [IJ]\x) = can\x\-af(x)ii a * n + 21,1 = 0,1,...
(see §2 for details).
For a > 0 and 0 < p ^ q < cc, we consider the following condition on a pair (u, v) of weight functions: (1.2) \l\"/n«(/)1/? < «(J)1* where / is any cube in R". We will also consider the condition (1.3) \\LK\h\a/"xh¡LÍ<c\\Tt\kXiklLr Afc> o, where {Ik} is any collection of cubes in R" and Xr denotes the characteristic function of Ik. It is easy to see that (1.3) implies (1.2) by considering the special case when the sum consists of just a single term. Also, as will be shown later, (1.2) implies 1/p -\/q < a/n unless u = 0 a.e. Our main results for Hardy spaces are as follows:
Theorem (1.4). Let 1 < p < oo, a > 0, 0 < 1/p -\/q < a/n and q < oo. If u, v e Dx, then (1.2) is necessary and (1.3) is sufficient for \\Iaf\\H¡ < c||/||H;., where fis any (oo, N) atom.
Theorem (1.5). Let 0 < p < 1, a > 0, 0 < 1/p -\/q ^ a/n and q < ex. If u, v g Dx, then (1.2) is necessary and sufficient for \\Iaf\\Hi < c||/||Hf>, where f is any (oo, TV) atom.
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The sufficiency statements in these theorems are proved in §3 and the necessity statements in §4.
We note that if the inequality \\Iaf\\H¡ < cil/H//* holds for all (oo, N) atoms, then it clearly also holds for multiples of (oo, JV) atoms. For example, any finite linear combination of (oo, N) atoms is a multiple of an (oo, N) atom. Thus the norm inequality holds for all finite linear combinations of (oo, N) atoms, and, by Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2), these are dense in Hp. It follows that Ia has a continuous extension to all of Hp (see also the comments after Theorem (1.12)).
We shall not be precise about how large N must be chosen in the sufficiency statements. The value could be computed by keeping track of its size at different stages of the proof; it depends, for example, on the doubling order (see §2) of v and could be made smaller by further restricting v. The class of / 's is dense in Hp no matter how large N is by Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2). For the necessity, N need only be taken large enough so that an (oo, N) atom is in H¡¡. Moreover, for the necessity in case a = n + 21, i = 0,1,..., it is enough to assume the norm inequality for any component of Ia. One can also prove analogues of Theorems (1.4) and (1.5) in case a = n + 21 for the operator /* |jcj"~"logjx|. Such results can be stated as above without modifying the conditions.
In view of Theorem (1.4), it is of interest to know when (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent. The next two theorems give relations between these conditions and the condition (1.6) \I\a/nu(l)l/p' + l/q <cf u(x)1/p'v(x)1/pdx, Kp<oo,-+A=1.
We point out that (1.6) requires 1 < p < oo. We say that u and í; are comparable if there exist r, s, cx, c2 > 0 such that
for any cube / and any measurable subset E of /. With the terminology of [3] this amounts to the statement that v/u g Ax(u dx) (or that u/v G Ax(v dx)). Either of the two inequalities above, of course, implies the other. We refer the reader to [3 or 11] for the definition and properties of the spaces Ax(dp) and Ap(dp).
Theorem (1.7). (i) (1.6) => (1.2) if I < p < oo, and (1.6) => (1.3) if\ <p < oo and
(ii) (1.2) => (1.6) if u and v are comparable and 1 < p < oo. Thus, (1.2) => (1.6) if u = vq/p, \/q = \/p -a/n, 1 < p < n/a. (iii) Any of the three conditions implies that \/p -\/q < a/n unless u = 0 a.e.
In particular, (1.6) => (1.3) => (1.2) if 1 < p < oo and u e DK, and all three conditions are équivalent if u and v are comparable and u g Dx. For example, all three are equivalent ifu = vq/p, \/q = 1/p -a/n, 1 < p < n/a, u G Dx.
Theorem (1.7) is proved in §5.
In case q > p we also have the following results relating (1.2) and (1.3). A weight v is said to satisfy the reverse Holder condition of order r > 1, that is, v g RHr, if
This condition is easily seen to be equivalent to vr g Ax (see Corollary (6.2); by Ax we meanAx(dx)).
Theorem (1.8). If I < p < q then (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent if either v G RH^,.^, 1/p* = \/p -a/n,p < n/a, or ifu G Ax andv G Dx.
Thus, for example, (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent for 1 < p < n/a and q > p if v s 1 or if u a 1 and v & Dx. Theorem (1.8) is proved in §5.
We now give an example of a pair of weights satisfying the conditions. Theorem (1.9). Let 1 < p < oo, a > 0, 0 < 1/p -1/q < a/« and ß/n = a/n -(1/p -1/q). Let {ak}t-i be distinct points o/R" and, for pk > 0 and M > /?, ¿fe/t'ne n(*)-(i+|x|)"n ', *', . where ßk = min{ pk, ß}. Theorem (1.9) is proved in §6, as is the following corollary of its proof.
Theorem (1.10). Let 0 < p < 00, a > 0, 0 < 1/p -l/q < a/n and ß/n = a/n -(1/p -1/q). Let {a k}k=i be distinct points ofR" and, for 0 < vk < ß,define ifl < p < 00 and (1.2) if 0 < p < 1.
Although we have so far only considered the behavior of fractional integrals on weighted Hp spaces, our theorems also yield results for weighted Lp spaces, 1 < p < 00, if we restrict the weight function v which appears on the right to be one License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for which Hp and Lp coincide. Such weights have been studied in [16] for n = 1 and in [2] for n > 1. For example, Theorem (1.4) remains true for such v if Hp is replaced by Lp and Hq is replaced by Lqu. Note that ||/"/||L? < c||/a/||H, if/is an atom, since then Iaf < (/"/)* a.e. due to the fact that /"/is locally integrable. Actually, for the sufficiency statement, if we deal directly with Lqu, the hypothesis that u g Dx can be weakened: see the argument in §7. In §7 we will prove the following result concerning general functions/in Lp when v g A .
Theorem (1.11). Letl<p<oo,0<a<n
andO < 1/p -1/q < a/n. Ifv g Ap and Iaf = f * \x\a~", then condition (1.3) is necessary and sufficient for the inequality l|/-/llti<c|l/lli/-In this result it is not assumed that u g Dx. By combining Theorems (1.11) and (1.8) we obtain conditions under which (1.2) is necessary and sufficient for ||/"/||£,i < cII/IIl* for general/. Thus, if 1 < p < q and v g Ap, we see (1.2) is necessary and sufficient if either v g Ap./p, 1/p* -1/pa/n, p < n/a, or if m G Ax. For example, if 1 < p < n/a, q > p and v = 1, then (1.2) is necessary and sufficient for ||/"/||L? < £"11/11 z.'-This is the main result of [1] . The main result of [12] also follows in this way, as will be shown later. Other necessary and sufficient conditions are given in [4,7 and 8] , but it is not obvious how these are related to (1.3).
As a specific example of the kind of results which hold when v £ A , we mention the following theorem for the case n = 1.
Theorem (1.12). Let 1 < p < oo, 0 < 1/p -1/q < a and ß = a -(1/p -1/q). A similar result holds for the transform Kf(x)=r f(y)(y-x)a-ldy,
Jx
and there are «-dimensional versions. We shall not investigate such results in this paper but postpone them until [17] , where a direct proof not depending on the main results of [16] will be given. This direct proof is based on kernel estimates and also shows how R^f is to be defined for general / in Lp. It is necessary to modify the definition of R"f for general/since there may be functions in Lp which are not even locally integrable.
We would like to point out that special cases of our results imply the main theorems of Macias-Segovia [10] and Muckenhoupt-Wheeden [12] . These theorems are concerned with the case when u = vq/p and 1/q = 1/p -a/n (so ß = 0). See the short remark at the end of the paper for details.
In passing, we would like to thank Dr. C. E. Gutierrez and Dr. A. E. Gatto for several helpful comments about the proof of Lemma (6.6).
2. Background facts. In this section we list several lemmas about weight functions and Hp spaces which will be useful in proving the sufficiency parts of Theorems (1.4) and (1.5). Some other facts about weight functions needed for Theorem (1.9) are given in §6.
We first note, as mentioned in the Introduction, that if / is any bounded function with compact support, then /"/ is bounded if a < n and has at most polynomial growth if a > n. In fact, if/is supported in |_v| < R, then l(/«/)(*)l<ll/IL-/ l*-vT><cj/Mi+wr-\ If / also satisfies moment conditions, we will see later than /"/ decays more rapidly at oo. We also note that if/is a multiple of an (oo, N) atom and N is sufficiently large, then the Fourier transform [/"/] of /"/satisfies
Here, the Fourier transform is taken componentwise in case a = n + 21. Of course, no moment conditions are required when 0 < a < n. These formulas may be derived by using [6, Volume 1, . See also [14, p. 117] when 0 < a < n. It is shown in [6] that the function whose Fourier transform is \x\~"f(x) for a = n + 21 is a constant times/* |jc|™_"log|x|. We now list three lemmas used in the next section. A weight v g Dx is said to belong to Ds, 1 < s < oo, if v(tl) < ct"sv(I) for all t > 1, where tl is the cube concentric with / whose edgelength is t times the edgelength of /. Clearly, Dx = US>XDS. We will also use in §6 the simple fact that any v g Dx satisfies a reverse doubling condition, denoted by v g RDe, e > 0, which means that v(tl) > ctnev(I) for all t > 1. Finally, for a real number r, int r denotes the greatest integer < r.
Lemma (2.1). (i) Ifv g Dx, l^p<ca,N>0
andf g Hp, thenf= LXkak, where Note that b0 is supported in |x| < 3r, bi is supported in a ring comparable to that supporting K¡ for i > 1, and b¡ satisfies the same moment conditions as a: j bi(x)xßdx=f (/ a(x-y)x^dx]jKi(y)dy = jlfa(x)(x+y)ßdx)Ki(y)dy = 0 for 1/31 < N, since (x + y)ß is a polynomial in x of degree \ß\.
We will now estimate 11^,11^. For i = 0,1 or 2, we have |6,(*)| < / Hy)\ \Kt(x -y)\dy < cf \x -y\"'" dy = cr".
For / > 3 use Taylor's theorem to write
If |j>| < r and 2'_1r < |jc ->-| < 2,+1r, then |jc| -2'r and, in particular, |jc| > 2|^|.
Thus, for such x and y, \R(x,y)\<cMN+1\*r"~N~'<cr»+l(2'
Since fa(y)yß dy = 0 for \ß\ < N, we obtain
Collecting facts we see that
where bi(x)/pi is an (oo, N) atom supported in c27. Moreover, for any x, b¡(x) = 0 except for at most 3 values of ('. We also note that E¿>, converges as a distribution to Iaa: in fact, if </> is a Schwartz function, then where p*, = c|/fc|0l/"2'(a_"-iV-1) and bki/pki is an (oo, AT) atom supported in c2'4.
Thus,
We note that the summation in k is extended only over a finite number of k 's, and that for each x and k, there are at most 3 values of /' for which bk ¡(x) # 0. Hence, the double sum converges pointwise to IafM. Moreover, it converges to IafM as a distribution since each T.¡bk ¡ converges as a distribution to Iaak.
Note that E**m*,/Xc2'/4 <L EA*/*fc,¿Xc2'/i Substituting the value of p* ¿ and noting that rVlk\'a/n = 2"'*|/fc|""/", we get at To complete the proof that ||/"/||H, «£ c||/||ff, for such/, we claim that the atomic decomposition of / can be chosen so that IafM -» /"/ in Hq as M -* oo. This will clearly suffice. The argument needed to prove this claim is mainly dominated convergence combined with the special nature off. Let g* denote the grand maximal function of g. By [15] the atomic decomposition may be chosen so that the partial sums/M = Y.xXkak converge in (Lebesgue) measure to/, Xk > 0 and E^X^x^ < cf*. This will be enough to show the claim if we also use the following majorizations:
Here L may be chosen as large as desired by taking N large, and the last four estimates are uniform in M. Inequality (3.3) is obvious for any L since/is bounded and has compact support. The next four inequalities can easily be derived from (3. 3 The desired estimate now follows easily by choosing L' sufficiently large and using
Finally, the part of the integral with \x\/2 < \y\ < 2|x| is bounded by
Combining estimates, we obtain (3.5).
To derive inequalities (3.8)-(3.10) we fix M and group the atoms as follows. Let /0 be the unit cube centered at the origin, and let /, = 2T0, j = 1,2,_Define If |jc| < 27-3 the edgelength of any Ik such that Xik(x) * 0 and 4 <t /,_, must be at least 2y~3, so /Ä must contain at least one of the 2" pointsy, = (2J~Ae1,...,2J~4en), where each e, is either 1 or -1. Thus, if |jc| < 2y 3,
by the above estimate since \y¡\ > 27~4. It follows that Vj < c2~jU with c independent of j.
Since ¿i*(x) < c(l + \x\2~J)~L' with c independent of7, we have by choosing N sufficiently large depending on L'. Summation over j now gives (3.10) .
To see how (3.3)-(3.10) imply that IJM converges to /"/ in Hq, first note that Iafm converges pointwise to /"/by using the facts that/M converges in measure to/, (3.3), (3.7) and ( (l +\y\yL\x-y\a " dy < cc (L>a).
Since u g Ds, we have
provided L > ns/q. Thus, (3.5) and (3.9) together with the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem imply that IJM converges to /"/ in Lqu as M -» oo. In particular, this convergence is in L2, so that ||[/"(/-fM)]*\\L2 -» 0. Note by (3.6) and ( If in case a = n + 21 we use the alternate definition of /"/, viz. /"/ = /* |x|"~"log|x|, then the above argument requires only minor changes. The main change occurs in the estimate for H^H^ when i = 0,1, or 2. Since \x -y\a~" is now a polynomial, we may write, for N ^ a -n, l*,(*)|-j a(y){K,(x -y) -\x -y\a~"logr} dy < / \a(y)\ \Ki(x -y) -\x -y\" "log r\dy.
Since b¡(x) = 0 unless |jc| < cr, u*)\<cj \x-yriJbLzÄ\ J\x-y\<cr \ r I dy < cr".
The argument for i > 3 works as before provided N > a -n -1 (i.e., N > a -n when a is an integer) since nAT+lfl I2', I ll I .2/-/V-1 D™ {Jx-J'l log|x -_y| j = c|jc -v| when N ^ 21. 4 . Necessity for Theorems (1.4) and (1.5). Let /0 be the unit cube centered at the origin, and let a0 be an (oo, N) atom supported in /0 such that Iaa0 is not identically zero in /0. In case a = n + 21,1 = 0,1,..., we work instead with a0 * xj\x\a~"~1 for any fixed i. Since Iaa0 is continuous, there is a cube /0 c /0 and a constant c0 > 0 such that \Iaa0(x)\ > c0 for x g /0. If / is any fixed cube, let L, be the affine transformation of R" such that L,(I0) = I: if I has center x, and edgelength <5, then L,(x) = x, + ox. Define a,(x) by a,(x) = a0(L]l(x)), and note that a, is an (oo, N) atom with support in /. Moreover, if / is the cube defined by / = Lr(î0), a change of variables easily gives \(Iaa,)(x)\ > c0\I\a/" for x g /. This also holds in case a = n + 21,1 = 0,1,_Thus, l|/"a/|U,=||(/aû/)*||LÎ>c0|/r/',«(/)1/9.
Since 11Iaaf\\H« < cHö/H^p by assumption, we obtain To complete the proof of Theorem (1.7) we must show that (1.6) implies (1.3) when u g Dx. This will be a corollary of the following lemma, which is also useful in proving Theorem (1.8).
Lemma (5.2 
by using the condition and the fact that p'/p = p' -1. We choose one such / for each x g E and then use the Vitali covering lemma in its simple form to pick 0 < c < oo and disjoint Iks of this type such that v(E) < cLv(Ik). Here, we use the fact that v g D. Thus, \"'o(E)<cZU \f(t)\q'u(t)dX " <c\zjr \f(t)\"'u(t)dt p'/q' sincep'/q' ^ 1 (i.e.,p < q). Thus, Xp'v(E) < c||/||£j as desired. For the converse let /= Xi-If * g / we then have (Mf)(x) > a(I)u(I)/v(I). Picking X = a(I)u(I)/2v(I), we obtain from the weak-type estimate that
i.e., a(I)p'u(iy1-1/q')p' < cv(I)p'-\ which is the same as a(I)u(I)1/q < cv(I)1/p. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We remark that a version of Lemma (5.2) holds for p = 1 if we replace the weak-type estimate by HM/H^ < c||/||L». We also note that the above assumption that v g Dx can be dropped by using only cubes with center x when defining (Mf)(x). The proof of this assertion is based on the Besicovitch covering lemma rather than the Vitali lemma. For the applications we have in mind, however, either version of the lemma ultimately leads to the same results.
In special cases the weak-type estimate given in Lemma (5.2) can be replaced by IIA//1!/.?'< cll/IIz.«. We now discuss three such results and show how they lead to proofs of Theorems (1.7)(i) and (1.8).
Lemma (5.3). // 1 < p < q < oo, u g Dx and
This result is also contained in Theorem 2 of [13] . Proof. Fix p and q with 1 < p < q < oo and let a(I) = u(I)l/p~1/q. Then a(I)u(I)1/q = u(I)l/p and, consequently, a(I)u(I)1/q±e = u(I)1/p±e, e > 0. Denote 1/q + e = l/qx, 1/p + e = l/px, 1/q -e = l/q2 and 1/p -e = l/p2-Thus, if e is small, we have 1 < p¡ < q, < oo and a(I)u(I)1/q' = u(I)1/Pi for i = 1,2 as well as px < p < p2 and qx < q < q2. By Lemma (5.2), Mx maps Lqj into weak Lp'j for i = 1,2. Hence, the desired result will follow from the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem if we show there exists t with 0 < r < 1 such that 1/q' = t/q[ + (1 -t)/q'2 and 1/p' = t/p'x + (1 -t)/p'2. This amounts to requiring 1/q = t/qx + (1 -t)/q2 and 1/p = t/px + (1 -t)/p2, which follow easily from the definitions of p, and q¡ if we take t = 1/2.
We now complete the proof of Theorem ( Proof. Note that the condition on u and v may be written v(I)su(I)l/q < cv(I)1/p. Fix 5, p and q satisfying the hypothesis, and let 6 = (1/p -8)q. Thus, 6 > 0 and u(I) < cv(I)e. Pick p, and p2 close to p with 1 < p, < p < p2 < 1/8, and define qx and q2 by (1/p, -8)q¡ = 6, i = 1,2. Note that qx < q < q2 and v(I)su(I)1/q< < cv(I)1/p' for / = 1,2. We claim that p, < q¡ (if the p, are chosen close enough to p). This will use the fact that p < q. In fact, p¡ < q¡ amounts to p, < 0(l/p, -8)-\ or to 1/p,--8 < 6/Pi = (1/p -8)(q/p¡). This holds with strict inequality if p, = p since q > p. Thus, by continuity, it also holds if p¿ is close top. This is just condition (1.2), as can be seen by computing exponents. This completes the proof of Theorem (1.8).
6. An example. Theorems (1.9) and (1.10). In this section we prove Theorem (1.9). Also, as indicated in the Introduction, we obtain Theorem (1.10) as a corollary of the proof.
We need several lemmas about weight functions.
Lemma ( since /i > 1 and e > 0. In this case the right side of (6.4) exceeds a fixed positive constant, and (6.4) follows. This completes the proof for w(x)(|x|/(l + |x|))y. For w(jc)|jc|1', the argument in case h > \d is similar but simpler. The analogue of (6.4) in this case is T,2~k'(2'kh)y < chy, which is valid if y > -e.
Lemma (6.5). Ifwe
Ax there exists e = e(w) > 0 such that w(x)\x\y,w(x)(|x|/(l +\x\))y G Ax ify> -e. and the claim follows. Thus, for such /, the left side of (6.7) equals n k*k0
1 +\x -a.
1 +\x -a. holds by (7.1).
It remains only to show that 11/,,/llí,» < c||/||Li, holds for general /, with /"/ defined as usual, knowing that it holds when/is any multiple of an (oo, AT) atom. For this we will give a simple approximation argument based on (7.2) and the fact that v~1Ap~1) g L1,^. Since multiples of atoms are dense in HP, they are also dense in Lp. If /" denotes the extension by continuity of /" to all of Lp, it is enough to show that /"/, defined as usual, exists and equals /"/ for all / g Lp. For this it suffices to show that /"/exists, and that if fj -* fin Lp then, for each R > 0, there is a subsequence/k such that Iaf]k -* /"/a.e. in |x| < R.
U\x\<R, = cR" \L\\x\<2R).
